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Abstract: A key challenge for artificial intelligence in the legal field is to determine from the text
of a party’s litigation brief whether, and why, it will succeed or fail. This paper shows a proof-ofconcept test case from the United States: predicting outcomes of post-grant inter partes review (IPR)
proceedings for invalidating patents. The objectives are to compare decision-tree and deep learning
methods, validate interpretability methods, and demonstrate outcome prediction based on party
briefs. Specifically, this study compares and validates two distinct approaches: (1) representing
documents with term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), training XGBoost gradientboosted decision-tree models, and using SHAP for interpretation. (2) Deep learning of document text
in context, using convolutional neural networks (CNN) with attention, and comparing LIME and
attention visualization for interpretability. The methods are validated on the task of automatically
determining case outcomes from unstructured written decision opinions, and then used to predict
trial institution or denial based on the patent owner’s preliminary response brief. The results show
how interpretable deep learning architecture classifies successful/unsuccessful response briefs on
temporally separated training and test sets. More accurate prediction remains challenging, likely due
to the fact-specific, technical nature of patent cases and changes in applicable law and jurisprudence
over time.
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1. Introduction
Law is fertile ground for applications of artificial intelligence (AI) [1]. Litigation and
transactional legal advice often involves analyzing a large amount of information, and legal
reasoning has properties amenable to computation. The law is made up of a closed universe
of legal statutes and cases that can be used as precedents, and arguments and decisions
are formulated using logical reasoning. AI applications in law have been extensive and
growing in such areas as:
•
•
•
•
•

contract preparation and analysis [2,3];
electronic document analysis for fact investigation and discovery in litigation [4–6];
automatic preparation of documents, analyzing patents and patent portfolios [7–10];
enhancing legal research, i.e., identifying relevant cases and statutes [6,11];
legal analytics to predict litigation outcome based on the identity of judges, common
fact patterns, and other discrete characteristics [12–14].

While legal documents have certain common formal and structural elements, they are
written and read by humans. Accordingly, Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods
that use machine learning to derive meaning from natural, unstructured, and informal text
are particularly applicable to law. NLP has been commercialized for searching case law
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and electronic documents, as well as in the area of contracts, patents, and form documents
in litigation such as Complaint and Answer litigation pleadings [2,6,15]. These applications
either involve short lengths of text (e.g., search query and target phases), structured text that
follows standard formats (contracts and pleadings), or technical and specialized subject matter
characterized by jargon words and phrases that can readily characterize documents (patents).
NLP is still highly experimental in the area of litigation briefs and opinions. Briefs are
documents written by attorneys to argue their case on a preliminary issue (generally called
a “motion”) or for judgment. Opinions are written by judges to explain their reasoning to
justify their decision, guide future litigators, and persuade judges on a higher court who
may hear an appeal. Because of the persuasive element, briefs and opinions are written
in a more loose style and with less formal language than precise technical documents like
contracts and patents. Analyzing briefs and opinions is therefore a very difficult task for
computers [16]. Machine learning in litigation has thus primarily focused on non-textual
features, such as the identity of the judge, and encoding the legal and factual issues and
the type of argument. For example, to predict the outcome of a dispositive summary
judgment motion in a patent lawsuit, a machine learning model can be trained to predict
the chance of success based on such features as (i) the subject matter coding of the patent,
(ii) the age of the patent, (iii) licensing history of the patent, (iv) the kind of arguments that
the defendant has raised (patent ineligibility, prior art, infringement), and (v) the court
where the dispute will be heard (e.g., in the United States, Texas courts tend to be more
favorable for plaintiffs and California courts to defendants) [17,18].
A feature subset-based model of the text of litigation briefs will miss additional
information that would be found in the full text. By contrast, a model based on the natural
language in full context can be more flexible, efficient, and less biased than using feature
subsets. Specifically, a predictive NLP model based on the text of briefs will naturally derive
patterns of factual and legal issues that are in dispute, and how the parties have argued their
cases. There is no model designer who must make subjective choices of what keywords or
issue codes to use to characterize the text, which are choices that can reflect a bias or miss
certain issues. Feature encoding (or transformation) methods also require a human reader
who will subjectively set the value of features, such as whether a brief raises an argument of
patent obviousness or not. NLP models, by contrast, learn semantic relationships and wordmeaning in the course of training, alleviating time-consuming review to subjectively encode
documents. Moreover, if a predictive NLP model can also be interpretable or explainable,
then the model can derive additional useful insight [19]. For example, an interpretable
model may reveal what linguistic patterns are particularly persuasive, or changes over
time in how judges evaluate particular fact patterns and legal argument.
In this paper, we demonstrate a proof-of-concept of analyzing litigation briefs and opinions using two diverse interpretable machine learning methodologies: (1) Extreme gradient
boosting for ensemble decision tree modeling (XGBoost) based on the term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) of individual words, and (2) a whole-document
contextual convolutional neural network (CNN)-based model that includes attention layers for highlighting potentially significant features. We analyze administrative litigation
before the United States Patent Trial & Appeal Board (PTAB) to resolve post-grant patent
challenges called post-grant review (PGR), inter partes review (IPR), and covered business method patent reviews (CBM). IPR, PGR, and CBM cases are similar proceedings
in which a party petitions the PTAB to challenge the validity of a patent held by a patent
owner [20,21]. This paper focuses on the first stage of these proceedings, when a panel
of PTAB judges decides whether to institute a trial with evidence on the petitioner’s brief
supporting their challenge, usually taking into account a preliminary response brief submitted by the patent owner. In these proceedings, the petitioner (i.e., challenger) is almost
always the defendant in a patent lawsuit brought in U.S. federal court by the patent owner.
As such, these are generally high stakes cases litigated by sophisticated lawyers.
The legal and factual issues are specific to particular patent validity challenges—but
the text of the parties’ briefs is generally unstructured and has a lot of stylistic variation
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as lawyers attempt to craft the briefs to be as persuasive to the decision-makers as possible. Therefore, while PTAB represents a closed universe of a particular kind of litigation,
it nonetheless poses a highly challenging textual analysis problem. Adding to the complexity of the challenge is that while all the relevant documents are publicly available, they
are available only as PDF files which must be converted to text, a frequently noisy process
(while clean text is available through commercial databases, those databases generally do
not offer bulk download options and have restrictive terms of use.) Soon, all documents
in U.S. litigation proceedings will be freely available as well; however, they will likely
be only available in a similar format. In sum, our PTAB analysis represents a realistic,
practically relevant problem.
To validate and demonstrate as a proof-of-concept interpretable machine learning to
provide insight in the analysis of litigation documents, this paper focuses on two analytical
tasks: (1) Deriving the outcome of the proceeding from the written opinion prepared by
PTAB judges, and (2) predicting the outcome of the case based on the patent owner’s
preliminary response brief. The goal of the studies shown here is to demonstrate that
interpretable machine learning has the potential to obtain practically useful insight from
litigation brief text as a component of litigation data analytics.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the legal problem, reviews relevant
literature on machine learning and NLP in the legal field, and specifically reviews related
work applying deep learning methods and interpretation methods to litigation outcome
prediction. Section 3 describes the methods used to collect data, pre-process documents,
classify documents to predict outcomes (including the detailed structure of the deep
learning model), and interpret trained machine learning models. Section 4 shows the results
of deriving the outcome from the written PTAB decision, comparing results using decision
tree-based and deep learning, and the results for outcome prediction based on the patent
owner’s preliminary response brief. Section 5 discusses the qualitative comparison between
the methods used in the study, challenges that were found in predicting the outcome of
litigation briefs, important caveats, and directions for future work. The paper concludes
with a brief summary of key findings.
2. Background and Related Work
2.1. Legal Context: Post-Grant Review Proceedings
This paper studies a particular kind of litigation: post-grant patent review proceedings
in the United States before a specialized tribunal: the Patent Trial & Appeal Board. Briefly,
in 2011, the United States Congress passed a law called the Leahy–Smith America Invents
Act (AIA), which went into effect on 16 September 2012. The AIA created three new
review mechanisms for U.S. patents: inter partes review (IPR), post-grant review (PGR),
and covered business methods review (CBM) [20]. These three mechanisms are very
similar. In all three, a party files a petition with the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office (PTO)
challenging the validity of a U.S. patent based on legal and factual bases, called “Grounds”,
set forth in the petition. The PTO Director then has the discretion by statute to decide
whether to institute a trial on the challenge. If instituted, the trial is generally decided within
12 months by a panel of three Administrative Patent Judges (APJs, or for the purposes
of this paper we will refer to them as “judges”) within the Patent Trial & Appeal Board
(PTAB) unit of the PTO. In practice, the Director further delegates the authority to initially
determine whether to institute a trial to the panel of judges who would later hear and
decide the trial if instituted.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the post-grant review proceeding. The patent owner is
granted an opportunity to file a preliminary response to the petition, often called a patent
owner’s preliminary response (POPR). While the preliminary response is optional, it is
filed in most cases, and one study showed that, empirically, just filing it increases by 31%
the probability of the patent owner ultimately succeeding in the proceeding, in part by
increasing the chance of the petition being denied at the initial stage [22]. Within 6 months
of the petition being filed, the APJs issue an initial determination. The initial determination
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states whether to grant or deny trial on the petition, and thereby proceed to the next phase
of the proceeding. APJs must grant the petition and institute trial if there is a reasonable
likelihood of success for any ground of invalidity raised in the petition.

Figure 1. Timeline for IPR, PGR, and CBM post-grant patent review proceedings before the U.S.
Patent and Trial Appeals Board (adapted from [23]). The proceeding begins with a petition, and then
within 3 months, the patent owner may file a preliminary response brief. No later than 6 months
after the petition is filed, a panel of PTAB judges determines whether to institute trial. If they deny
trial, the proceeding ends. If they grant a trial institution, then after 12 months of additional briefing,
expert depositions, and oral hearing before the judges, a final verdict on patent validity will issue.
This paper focuses on the first phase of the proceedings, up to the decision to institute trial, which is
also called the initial determination.

The primary differences between IPR, PGR, and CBM proceedings is what patents
are eligible, and what invalidity grounds can be asserted. An IPR petition can be filed
against any patent by anyone. An IPR, however, must be based solely on grounds that
have as their factual basis printed prior art (i.e., patents or publications). Usually IPRs are
brought by the challenger that was sued on the patent in a separate federal lawsuit brought
by the patent owner. PGR and CBM petitions may, by contrast, be based on additional
grounds of invalidity available under U.S. patent law (such as a lack of support for claims
in the patent specification). A PGR can be filed against patents within 9 months of it issuing
and only on inventions more recent than 16 September 2012. CBM has since been phased
out; when it was available, it could only target a “business method” patent, and it has
been phased out. In this paper, we consider all petitions together. In all cases, usually
the challenger filing the petition is an entity that was sued for infringing on the patent
in federal court.
The rules for post-grant review proceedings have been established by the AIA statute,
regulations promulgated by the PTO and precedents set through PTAB decisions, and a
number of U.S. Supreme Court decisions since the proceedings began in 2012. Importantly,
the rules and judicial tendencies have changed over time—an aspect of the data (a.k.a. concept drift) that has previously been identified as a major challenge for applying machine
learning to all kinds of litigation [24]. For example, in April 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court
decided in SAS Institute, Inc. v. Iancu that if any ground in a petition is deemed to have
a reasonable likelihood of success, then trial should be instituted on all grounds. Before that
decision, PTO rules provided that judges could grant trial on one or some grounds and
deny trial on the others, leading to a “mixed” result, i.e., partial victory for a patent owner
if certain claims escaped review. Another change that occurred in October 2018 is that
the PTO changed the legal standard for how broadly or narrowly PTAB judges should
interpret claims [25].
Yet another significant change, examined in this paper, is the increased importance of
arguing that a petition should be denied when there was parallel litigation that could be
resolved before a PTAB trial would terminate. This change was based in PTAB decision
in NHK Spring Co., Ltd. v. Intri-Plex Techs., Inc. (case number IPR2018-00752) in September
2018 that was designated as precedential by the PTO Director (and thus binding on all
APJs) in May 2019, further reinforced by its decision in Apple, Inc. v. Fintiv, Inc. (IPR2020-
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00019) in March 2020 (designated as precedential in May 2020). These cases established
a controversial policy in which PTAB would more likely deny trial institution in the event of
a parallel proceeding that could be resolved along the same or shorter timeline than a PTAB
proceeding on the grounds of avoiding redundancy and improving efficiency [26,27].
The net result was a reduction in petition grant success rates in 2019 through 2020; however,
it appears as though in 2021, this drop has reversed, coincident with new leadership at
the PTO [28]. Among the learning tasks shown in this paper is training a model to identify
whether a patent owner raises an argument based on parallel proceedings in the preliminary
response brief.
2.2. Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing in Legal Applications
Applying machine learning (ML) and AI methods to law have been a topic for speculation and experimentation since at least the 1960s [29]. As computational power and
algorithmic sophistication have rapidly improved, exemplified by the emergence of natural
language processing (NLP) as a practical tool, ML and AI applications in the legal domain
have become more prevalent [30]. As such, the background that we provide here will not be
exhaustive, and will focus particularly on the most relevant work, particularly the analysis
of patent review proceedings and predicting litigation outcomes.
The earliest work in modeling judicial decisions was based on Boolean equations and
logical rule-based approaches [31,32]. Prior to the development of more computational
resources and capacity for machine learning, much quantitative legal analytics work was
based on analyzing citations to case law and statutes [33]. In the United States, the use of
text and other features to predict the outcome of judicial proceedings has often focused
on the federal Supreme Court, for which there exist readily (and freely) accessible opinions,
notable interest issues of legal importance, quantifiable divisions in legal philosophy and
ideology, and consistency in the judges (Justices) who make decisions [34,35]. Recent
outcome prediction modeling has been able to achieve up to 70% accuracy at the level
of predicting Supreme Court Justices’ votes based on various features [36]. Other work
has looked at other closed legal universes, where there is a known body of statutes and
a constrained body of facts, such as tax law [37,38]. Notably, besides simple outcome
prediction, other work has used computational text analysis or NLP methods, such as
document vectorization, to examine measures of judicial sentiment and modes of reasoning
in U.S. appellate courts, where again there are often jurisprudential (philosophical) and
ideological divisions [39]. Researchers have also sought to analyze the writing style of
jurists using NLP, such as U.S. Supreme Court Justice Neil Gorsuch [40].
A popular way to summarize and classify documents has been to represent them
as a vector of the TF-IDF values of document terms [41]. In this approach, a training
set of documents defines a vocabulary of terms that appear in those documents. In each
document, each term in the vocabulary is assigned the ratio of the frequency of that term
in the document to the frequency of the term in all documents. This method and its variants
have been extensively used in many fields, including legal document analysis [42–44].
Another approach that has emerged for translating documents to linguistic features is
representating terms by pretrained embedding vectors. These pretrained word embeddings,
which are generated by self-supervised machine learning on a large corpus of documents,
resulting in vectors in a space where distances reflect semantic relationships between
the words. Foundational approaches include GloVe and Word2vec [45,46]. While these
embeddings have generally been trained on large corpora such as Wikipedia articles or
news articles, recent work has sought to train specialized word embeddings on legal
corpora [47].
In the European context, several researchers have studied litigation prediction problems. Aletras et al. applied support vector machines (SVM) to n-grams (small groups of
words) to predict the outcome of European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) decisions,
obtaining a level of prediction accuracy of over 70%, although accuracy appeared to decline
over time, suggesting drift in case law [13]. Medvedeva et al. more recently applied SVM
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with TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) and n-gram vectorization to
ECHR decisions [48]. While they looked at patent text rather than litigation documents,
word2vec embeddings were classified using with random forests (RF) ensemble decision
tree methods to use textual features of patents along with other features (such as numbers
of references and forward citations) to predict the litigation risk of patents [49].
Similar work has also been done with other features and traits of patents following Chien’s groundbreaking work [17,50]. TF-IDF with an AdaBoost decision-tree based
classifier has been used to predict motion outcome based on judicial complaints. In that
work, the authors also vectorized document text using word2vec and doc2vec pretrained
embeddings along with pre-selected features like attorney name, and coded case types
were used to train classifiers that achieved an accuracy of over 60% on a 15 year data
set of motions to strike complaints in Connecticut state civil tort and vehicular cases [51].
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been used with Bag of Words (BoW) vector
representations for verdict prediction for cases in courts in India [52]. In this paper, we apply eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) [53], which is a boosted decision tree-based
ensemble machine learning method, to classify documents using TF-IDF vectors. Along
those lines, researchers in China found that XGBoost outperformed methods including
KNN, SVM, and Naive Bayes Classifiers for the prediction of theft crimes based on textual
information [54]. Another recent study used XGBoost for prediction tasks on a database of
consumer lawsuits in Brazil [55].
Shifting focus to PTAB proceedings in particular, researchers have used PTAB decisions
as an empirical testbed for legal NLP applications; for example, developing document
retrieval methods by extracting patents relevant to a PTAB determination [56]. Another
work used pre-selected features from post-grant reviews to develop a model for patent
quality [57]. The first work seeking to predict institution decision outcomes for PTAB
proceedings employed Random Forests and SVM on TF-IDF vectorizations of patent
claim text [58]. Although they reported greater than 50% accuracy, their study did not
distinguish between cases where parties joined ongoing proceedings or settled proceedings
by terminating them from petition grant and denial outcomes [58].
Subsequently, in 2018 another group also used SVM but on three different kinds of
variables [59]. The researchers considered a “text-based approach”, “entity network”, and
“domain knowledge”. For the first, they computed paragraph-level attention using a CNN
and hierarchical attention framework derived by [60] (further discussed below). The second, entity network, was an embedded graph using Node2Vec that included information
on the patent owner, petitioner, and judges. The final domain knowledge category included characteristics of the patent, such as the number of references and forward citations,
and the number of claims, and IPR proceedings, such as the number of words in the petition, and the institution rate of judges. They found an accuracy of 74% and 0.83 AUC
for balanced data (they had a 67% institution rate in their dataset), noting that the entity
network provided the greatest contribution to accurate prediction, while the weakest was
domain knowledge. They also found that when testing temporally out-of-domain cases
filed later in time than the training cases, the best results were for earlier cases in the test
set. While the researchers carefully considered their selection of features, some of the results suggest potential overfitting. For example, one significant word the model identified
was “DJC”, which lacks general meaning. Furthermore, even temporally separated test
cases and training cases may be related, which makes it a challenging area to establish
generalization. Moreover, some features are duplicative. For example the identity of judges
reflects the subject matter of patents, since PTAB judges are specialized to particular subject
matter categories [20].
2.3. Deep Learning and Interpretability: Application to Litigation Analysis and Prediction
Recent advances in hardware and neural network architecture have enabled a movement away from TF-IDF and other document vectorization methods to deep learning:
end-to-end machine learning to obtain document models and classifiers, in which the text
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itself is the input to the model [47]. Deep learning can be both powerful and flexible,
as models can learn contextual semantic relationships between words and phrases on their
own. However, because deep learning approaches generally rely on neural network black
box models, due to their multilayer nonlinear structure, they can predict an outcome but
are difficult to interpret and understand [61].
By way of example of deep learning applications to litigation, in 2018, a group studying criminal cases in China developed a model that used long-short term memory (LSTM)
recurrent neural network (RNN) model with an attention layer to do simultaneous criminal
charge and attribute prediction based on analyzing text description of facts [12]. Further
work by researchers working in the Chinese legal context found that extracting semantic
features was superior to identifying features using SVM, and that increased model complexity was necessary to account for the nonstandard and out-of-vocabulary nature of legal
terminology [62,63].
Deep learning methods also include transfer learning approaches in which word
embeddings are pretrained on a broader corpus and then applied or fine-tuned in the classification. A popular neural network architecture for self-supervised training of word
embeddings is BERT (bidirectional encoder representations from transformers), which
Google developed to handle natural language search [64]. Recent work by Chalkidis et al.
involved pre-training on a legal domain-specific LEGAL-BERT, which was found to outperform BERT in legal text classification tasks [65]. Another work used domain-specific
pre-training with self-supervised learning to learn from the context of a case citation the case
holding [66]. Another group recently combined Legal-BERT with TF-IDF to do legal statute
retrieval [67].
One of the critical problems for applying AI to law is explainability or interpretability.
Explainable AI/interpretable machine learning is a growing field of research, as it has become clear that for prediction models to be applied in practice, practitioners and consumers
need to understand the basis for predictions. Interpretable models are also critical to gain
theoretical insight from the classification of empirical data [19,68]. Interpretable machine
learning is particularly important for legal practitioners since law is based on reasoning,
and so it is essential to understand the basis for why decisions are made [69]. Interpretable
models can also reveal ways in which the law is biased. More generally, for example,
analysis of word embeddings in a large document corpus showed that embeddings learned
a semantic correlation between vocabulary and gender that showed employment bias—for
example, the term “computer program” was associated with men in [70].
Interpretability is not as much an issue for the classical machine learning and decision
tree-based models described above. For example, TF-IDF can be viewed as a metric for
relevance in addition to being a feature [71]. One group has proposed visualizing TF-IDF
values of terms via word clouds to determine the basis for patent invalidity decisions at
the Federal Circuit [72]. TF-IDF combined with SVM classification has also extracted the legal and factual basis of construction law-related verdicts [73]. XGBoost can be analyzed
to identify feature importance through various scores that are based on characteristics of
boosted tree models, such as the number of times a feature is used to split trees, or the
gain in score towards the objective function obtained by splitting trees based on a feature [74,75]. The SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) method can also be used to
compute importance scores using a game theoretic approach [76].
Deep learning, by contrast, relies on neural networks which are not readily interpretable. Methods have been developed to examine neural network structure, through relevance propagation, sensitivity analysis, and decomposition methods for the network [77].
Another approach is propagating activation differences through a neural network [78].
Saliency maps have been proposed in CNN as a way to identify important regions in visual
regions and then applied to regions in text [79]. Another method for interpretability is to
do backtracking through a CNN to find important text [80].
While the aforementioned methods involve analyzing neural network structure, another approach is to add attention: a neural network architecture designed for sequence
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prediction tasks, which can both learn and can be directly examined to identify key features in text. Classification may, for example, be done by a neural network that includes
an attention layer after bidirectional-LSTM [81]. It has been shown that attention layer
weights may be identified and used to highlight words using an attention encoder to
summarize sentences [82]. A hierarchical architecture has also been developed employing
attention with RNN to identify attention at the word, sentence, and paragraph level [60].
An important caveat is that while attention may identify features that were of particular
importance when neural networks were learned in training, these may not be the most
quantitatively significant features [83]. Empirical work suggests that attention can identify
the actual important features in a classification task when attention is included as part of
the development of the classifier, rather than serving merely as a window into the weights
that are learned by the classifier [84].
In the legal domain, one work applied this method to U.S. Bureau of Veterans Appeals (BVA) decisions, but found that it was not scalable given longer text, and was very
slow, reflecting the limitations of RNN architecture. It was therefore complemented by
a semi-supervised approach focused on deriving text annotations that could help human
interpretation of decisions [14]. Similar inaccuracy and scalability issues were found for
BVA decisions when using CNN [16]. Another approach that was developed for medical
coding is using attention on top of CNN to derive a per-label multilabel attention [85].
In one recent comprehensive study, interpretable machine learning using attention with
RNNs, the hierarchical CNN with attention, multilabel attention, and BERT has also been
demonstrated for judgment prediction in ECHR cases [86]. The authors found good classification performance. Notably, inferior performance was obtained using BERT when
masking proper nouns, which suggested that BERT performed best when it overfit for
the names of parties and other entities who had repeated patterns in cases.
In this paper, we employ a neural network that combines a CNN, with multiple attention layers for interpretability, followed by a dense classification layer. CNN was presented
as a method to analyze text by Microsoft in an application for web search [87]. Our CNN
method is based on a method for sentence classification presented in [88]. We employ
CNN instead of RNN in part because CNN is much faster on modern hardware architectures, such as GPU and Google’s specialized Tensor Processing Unit (TPU), as well as
the method’s tolerance for large text without over-consuming memory resources (a problem
with transformer-based methods, which we evaluated but do not present in this work) [89].
It has also been suggested that CNNs may outperform RNNs in sequence modeling tasks
even when memory is not at issue [90]. We obtain model interpretability by highlight key
words using attention values, following [82]. We use hierarchical attention models inspired
by [60], but rather then using a hierarchical model built on recurrent neural networks,
we instead look at CNNs of different window sizes to look at long and short range effects.
Our CNN and attention framework is also based in part on an interpretable attention framework for visual classification proposed by [91], as well as an approach of using CNN on
each feature in a multifeature classifier developed for biomedical applications (predicting
adverse drug reactions) [92].
Finally, another approach that has become very popular for explainable machine
learning in text analysis is local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) [93].
LIME involves perturbing the features (e.g., words) of a sample around a point and developing a local approximation of the model sensitivity with respect to features, allowing
for a ranking of features based on the extent to which they influence a classification result.
The result is readily interpretable, as either a list of words with scores or text highlighted
for key words. Efforts have been made to determine LIME globally over many samples,
although that is difficult to do reliably and scalably [94]. LIME can also be unstable because
of the randomization of LIME perturbations, although in practice that is more so for less
stable models; a modified version of LIME has been proposed to address this issue [95].
Other drawbacks include that LIME is insensitive to the position of terms in the document.
LIME is also not necessarily quantitatively intepretable in a meaningful way; rather, LIME
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may be better as a visualization tool [96]. However, since LIME is model agnostic, it can be
applied to a variety of approaches such as decision trees or neural networks.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Document Collection
The U.S. Patent & Trademark Office (PTO) makes the full files of post-grant review
decisions available online at the PTAB Open Data website, https://developer.uspto.gov/
ptab-web/#/search/decisions, accessed on 3 April 2022 (additional options are available to
search for proceeding records and documents). Data are available for download via a PTAB
API (https://developer.uspto.gov/api-catalog/ptab-api-v2, accessed on 3 April 2022),
and there are additional bulk download options for patent text and subject matter codes.
For this paper, information is accessed and documents downloaded through this API for
all AIA post-grant review (CBM, IPR, and PGR) proceedings from the inception of the programs on 16 September 2012 through 31 December 2021. Manual inspection and the Docket
Navigator database (http://www.docketnavigator.com, accessed on 3 April 2022) are used
to identify proceedings in which an institution decision was reached, excluding proceedings
in which a party joined a petition filed by another party and proceedings that terminated
prior to an institution decision, which usually occurs either because the patent owner
disclaimed the patent or the parties reached a settlement. We identified 11,047 proceedings
that met these criteria.
The PTAB API can then be used to download petitions, preliminary response briefs,
and written institution decisions using the identified proceeding numbers. While the API
allows for the download of documents by type, we found that this was often unreliable,
because types are recorded inconsistently in the system. For example, a preliminary response brief (POPR) should be identified as a preliminary response, but it is sometimes
identified as a response, which then can create confusion with responses to procedural
motions or the post-institution response brief. Similarly, institution decisions may be
filed under a number of different document types. Accordingly, a variety of keywords
in the “documentTypeName” and “documentTitleText" fields are used to download the correct document. The PDF files are then downloaded and converted to text using pdfplumber
(https://github.com/jsvine/pdfplumber, accessed on 3 April 2022). The script used to
obtain this paper’s results is available at our Github, https://github.com/EESI/PTAB
(accessed on 3 April 2022).
When preparing the data for this paper, not all documents could be downloaded.
In many instances, this was because documents for certain proceedings were simply
unavailable through the PTO’s Open Data system due to technical issues and unreliability
of the database. Additionally, some documents generated errors due to corrupted PDF
files or errors in the PDF download and conversion to text processes that persisted even
after repeated attempts. Ultimately, we downloaded documents for 10,462 cases; although,
in some cases these included errors or a case may have only included one or two of
the three types of documents. In sum, our dataset, which is made available on our Github,
includes 9079 cases with written decisions, 10,060 cases with petitions, and 9283 cases with
preliminary responses (although we have made the full data set available, petitions were
not analyzed in this study).
3.2. Document Pre-Processing
This paper shows two classification tasks: outcome prediction based on the response
brief, and classifying the written decision according to outcome. There are six possible
outcomes: denial (no trial, i.e., the patent owner wins), denial on rehearing (after the patent
owner loses they ask for the decision to be reconsidered and the judges reverse it), grant
(trial instituted, i.e., petitioner wins), grant on rehearing, mixed (trial granted on some
grounds or claims but not on others—this is no longer an option as of the Supreme Court’s
2018 SAS decision), and indefinite. The latter “indefinite” category occurs for IPR reviews
in which the judges determine that the claims are indefinite. Generally, this is grounds
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for invalidating a patent, but by statute, a patent may only be invalidated on the basis of
prior art in an IPR review; therefore, this counts as a “win” for the patent owner, even
if it means that there is a likelihood that a court would nonetheless find their patent invalid.
The analysis in this paper only considers pure denial and grant, because “mixed” outcomes
are no longer possible post-2018, rehearing outcomes are too complex (the initial written
decision is effectively found to have been erroneous), and indefiniteness findings are too
rare to be able to have a sufficient number of training samples.
The model input is the document text. A limit of 4000 tokens is imposed. However,
in part because of word count limits on briefing, and because many words are removed
in pre-processing, no sample was found that had this many tokens. The text is tokenized
using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) Python package [97]. In our initial analysis,
certain tokens were removed as follows: to avoid fitting to common words such as “there”
and “only”, stop words identified using the NTLK stop word list are removed. Certain
abbreviations were found to be associated with specific cases or did not impart meaning.
Therefore, any word with three or fewer letters was removed. Punctuation marks and
words containing punctuation marks other than hyphens, as well as any words containing
the “@” symbol (i.e., found in email addresses of the parties’ attorneys) were removed.
Finally, proper nouns were removed to take out entity names, following the suggestion
of [86] as a way to avoid overfitting to entity names who are associated with particular
outcomes, in particular, the names of parties who repetitively appear before PTAB, in the
training set. As explained in the Results section, in the analysis of response briefs, only
the CNN method provided classification results better than chance, even after extensive
hyperparameter tuning. Thus, to better interpret the attention for CNN, the stop words and
short words are not removed in the analysis of the response briefs. By leaving in stop words
and short words, sentence structure can be preserved. Otherwise, text is preprocessed,
and tokens are not removed as described in the foregoing.
All tokens are converted to lowercase, in order to avoid separating words that are
capitalized because they begin sentences. At that point, for the TF-IDF + XGBoost model
described below, the pre-processing script generates a TF-IDF vector for each document
in which all terms (remaining tokens) are assigned their TF-IDF score (log of term frequency
divided by document frequency) using the TFIDF_Vectorizer class in sklearn version 1.0.2
in Python 3.7 [98]. The terms and IDF scores are obtained for the training data set. For documents in the test set, terms that did not appear in the training set are ignored, and the
IDF is not recalculated. For the CNN model, all tokens that appear in the training data
are assigned an integer value, and each document is an ordered vector with the sequence
of integers representing tokens. The sequences are padded with zeros to a length of 4000,
which are subsequently masked. A value of one is used to represent any tokens in test set
documents that were not found in the training data. (When reversed, the token appears as
‘<OOV>’ to represent an out of vocabulary term).
3.3. Interpretable Machine Learning Using XGBoost Classification of Documents Based on
TF-IDF Features
This paper shows two kinds of classification. One mode is classifying TF-IDF vectors
of documents (prepared as described above) using XGBoost, a decision tree-based ensemble
learning method [53]. Hyperparameter optimization was performed on a subset of the training data used in the classification task for decisions, in which we classify the decisions
according to whether they are grants or denials of institution. After hyperparameter tuning,
the following parameters were identified for subsequent studies: maximum tree depth of 15
(evaluating values from 5 to 25), the DART booster with a drop rate of 0.1 (0.1 to 0.5), skipping drop rate of 0.5 (0.1 to 0.5), L2 regularization of 2.0 (evaluating values from 0 to 2.5),
L1 regularization of 0 (0 to 2.0), learning rate of 0.1 (0.0001 to 0.1), gamma of 0 (0 to 2.0),
subsample rate of 0.8 (0.5 to 1.0), and a fixed level of 1200 estimators (300 to 2000; we also
evaluated early stopping criteria based on training AUC). Individual samples are weighted
in inverse proportion to relative class size to account for class imbalance. The same tuned
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hyperparameters were used for other classification tasks. Alternative hyperparameter values were evaluated but no substantial differences in performance were observed. We use
the standard predictor and GPU-optimized predictor depending on whether we are using an environment with a GPU. This paper’s results were obtained using XGBoost with
the Python 3.7 and xgboost 1.5.1 in the Google Colab CPU or GPU high-memory runtime
environments. The feature significance was obtained from SHAP (Shapley Additive eXplanations) values of terms for the test data set using SHAP (https://shap.readthedocs.io/,
accessed on 3 April 2022) in Python 3.7 [76].
3.4. Interpretable Deep Modeling with a CNN-Attention Model
The second classification method is a CNN with multiple kernel widths, pooling,
and attention. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the neural network (a full schematic generated is shown in the Github, along with the layer definition using the Keras API for
Tensorflow 2.0). Generally, tokens are embedded in vectors with weights trained during
the classification task. The embedding vectors are then processed by a series of convolutional neural networks with different kernel widths, which can look at different ranges
of context.
While, typically, the output dimensionality is reduced by maximum pooling, here
the CNN outputs are fed to a self-attention layer following the structure proposed in [81],
which was previously employed in a biological sequence context to do sequence attention
visualization [99]. At this layer, there will be a L–W length vector, where L is the original sequence length and W is the kernel width of the respective CNN. That allows for
sequence-level attention visualization of the CNN output at this point, along with providing trainable attention weights which mean that the attention will be part of model
generation. As such, the attention may provide insight to what features in the text are
important for classification at different ranges. The output of the attention is then concatenated and fed through two fully connected layers to obtain the ultimate classification
result. We use a sigmoid activation function to generate the output as the tasks presented
in this paper involve binary classification (so any output greater than or equal to 0.5 can be
assigned to the positive class and otherwise the negative class); however, softmax output
may be used for multiclass problems. To avoid overfitting, dropout is applied as shown
in Figure 2. The attention values are visualized, as described in the Results section, to interpret the trained models, as well as, in some cases, LIME [93] using the LIME python
implementation (https://github.com/marcotcr/lime, accessed on 3 April 2022).
The neural network model parameters shown in Figure 2 were selected based on
evaluating hyperparameters for a subset of the training data in the decision classification
task, as was done for XGBoost. The hyperparameter search evaluated values of 64, 128,
256, and 512 filters, and 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, or 16 CNNs, dropout layer values of 0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, and 0.4 for each of the two dropout layers, and an intermediate dense layer with a 64,
128, or 256-dimensional output. Individual samples are weighted in inverse proportion to
relative class size to account for class imbalance. The model and training/testing are done
using Tensorflow 2, with binary cross-entropy and mean squared error as the loss functions
for classification and regression tasks, respectively. The learning rate hyperparameter was
set to 1 × 10−4 , after evaluating rates of 5 × 10−5 , 1 × 10−5 , 1 × 10−3 , 5 × 10−4 , 1 × 10−2 ,
and 1 × 10−1 . Models were trained for 160 epochs, after evaluating epoch ranges from 50
to 200. Models were trained and evaluated in the Google Colab running Tensorflow 2.70
and Python 3.7.12 in the TPU run-time environment, which runs on Google Cloud Tensor
Processor Unit (TPU) hardware.
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Figure 2. Schematic of CNN-Attention architecture used in this paper. The input is a sequence of L
integer tokens, which is processed to a matrix of token embedding vectors with trainable embedding
weights. The embeddings are fed into CNNs which vary by kernel width as shown in the diagram.
The output is fed into a feed forward attention layer, which is shown in the inset at the bottom,
based on the structure described in [81]. The attention at that layer will have a dimensionality
equal to the sequence length minus the kernel width, allowing values across the sequence to be
visualized. The outputs of the attention layer, which will have a dimensionality equal to the number of
convolutional filters, are then concatenated to form an, in this case, 11 times 256 or 2816-dimensional
output, which is in turn fed to a densely connected layer with a 256-dimensional output, and then
a final densely connected layer with sigmoid activation function to make a binary classification.

4. Results
4.1. Determining Institution Outcome from Text of Written Decision
4.1.1. Comparing Performance of XGBoost and CNN Methods
To determine the viability of text classification for PTAB documents, and validate our
approaches to interpretable machine learning, this paper starts with the classification of
written institution decisions (institution decisions) issued by PTAB judges. As explained
in the Background section, at the institution stage, PTAB judges determine whether a petition for post-grant review should proceed to trial. Their decision is announced in a written
opinion that states the decision and explains the factual and legal bases for their decision as well as their reasoning. The decisions do not follow a fixed pattern or structure,
and the judges may use different kinds of language to announce the decision; therefore,
a form-based search cannot reliably derive the outcome from the text of the written decision.
We pursue the task of using interpretable machine learning to classify written document
text, and use that classifier to predict whether a decision is a grant or denial of institution.
One important consideration is that a patent challenger may file multiple petitions
against the same patent, and, because patent owners may have filed a lawsuit against multiple defendants, different patent challengers may also challenge the same patent. Because the
petitions may expose similar weaknesses in the patent, the result of the petitions may be
correlated. Recently, PTAB judges have begun to discourage multiple petitions, for example
by asking challengers to rank their petitions or rejecting duplicative petitions [100]. Notably,
this is another example of how the problem changes over time in litigation. In any event,
to avoid the complexities of redundant petitions, we eschew cross-validation and instead
evaluate classification methods on a time-separated data set. The balance between grant
and denial classes, however, also changes over time.
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Figure 3 shows how the total number of institution decisions, and the balance between
grant and denial, have changed over time. Notably, the low total number for 2012 is due
to petitions not filed until the AIA post-grant review system went into effect in September. The low number for 2021 reflects the typical six month lag between petitions and
institution decisions, since only petitions through June 30 will have been guaranteed to
have an institution decision by data collection cutoff. Over this time, the grant/denial
balance has fluctuated. For example, 60.5% of petitions in the data set that were filed
in 2018 were granted, a fraction which fell to 58.7% in 2019, and rose back to 61.1% in 2020.
This is unsurprising, as variations in the grant/denial ratio may be due to changes in how
PTAB regards duplicative petitions, as well as changes in the quality of patents being
asserted in litigation and parties’ refinement of litigation strategies. Consequently, we use
time-separated multi-year data sets for both training and testing. The training data are
made up of written institution decisions of grant or denial (i.e., excluding mixed decisions)
on petitions filed through 31 December 2017 (which generally implicates decisions through
30 June 2018, since the decision is due 6 months after the petition is filed). The test data
are made up of institution decisions on petitions filed 1 January 2019 and published up to
the data collection cutoff of 31 December 2021.
Moreover, as Figure 3 shows, up to 2018, a substantial fraction of institution decisions
had mixed outcomes (some claims and grounds instituted, others now). As explained
in the Background section, in April 2018 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that mixed institution
outcomes are unlawful. As the graph suggests, in the aftermath of the decision, the grant
rate increased for 2018 petitions, as PTAB judges were obligated to grant a petition in full
even if only a single ground or claim was deemed likely to succeed. Over time, this
normalizes somewhat, corresponding to PTAB’s increased rejection of petitions on the basis
of being duplicative.

Figure 3. Institution decisions by petition filing year in the data set (combining IPR, PGR, and CBM
as we do for the analysis in this paper) from the AIA’s effective date in September 2012 through
the data set cutoff of 31 December 2021, showing grant (blue, bottom), denial (orange, top), and mixed
(brown, middle) outcomes. Notably, in 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court’s SAS decision eliminating
the possibility of a mixed outcome.

Figure 4 compares the performance of the two classification methods used for this
paper, as detailed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4: (1) classifying documents represented as vectors
of TF-IDF for all words in the vocabulary (after removing short words and stop words as
described in Section 3.2), and (2) classifying documents represented as vectors of integer
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tokens using the CNN model with attention shown in Figure 2. As a baseline, logistic regression was performed using sklearn in Python 3.7 [98] with a limited vocabulary. As Figure 4
shows, the most accurate and best method at avoiding type I and type II errors (i.e., with
good specificity and sensitivity) is XGBoost with TF-IDF document vectorization. Logistic
regression underperforms both XGBoost and the CNN-Attention model. Interestingly,
the best performance was found for logistic regression when limiting the vocabulary size
to the 2000 most frequent words. As the vocabulary size increases, logistic regression
performance deteriorates, suggesting potential overfitting. The CNN-Attention method’s
underperfomance appears to be largely due to problems with identifying denials. This is
not necessarily because denials were underrepresented in the training data. The training
data set was 53% grants, whereas the test data set was 59% grants. As discussed above,
this difference is because mixed outcomes were excluded from the training set, and the
test set is entirely from after when mixed outcomes were disallowed. However, the time
frames for the training and test sets are also not connected to the CNN-Attention model’s
underperformance on denials. The model run for training set petitions filed between
1 June 2018 and 31 December 2019, i.e., all after mixed outcomes were eliminated, and the
training set petitions filed after 1 April 2020, provided similar results: the average recall for
the granted class was 0.92 and the average recall for denial class was 0.62.
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Figure 4. Results of predicting grant or denial in written decisions on petitions filed after
1 January 2019, for the model trained on written decisions for petitions filed up to 31 December 2017.
The metrics are averaged over 5 runs for CNN-Attention and 3 runs for XGBoost (error bars indicate
standard deviation). The graph at the upper left shows accuracy, calculated by dividing the number
of correct predictions by the test set size. The graph at the upper right shows the sensitivity and specificity using the balanced F1-score, which is the harmonic mean of precision (true positives divided by
all positive predictions) and recall (true positive rate, i.e., sensitivity), accounting for the imbalance
between positive and negative classes. To illustrate the impact of the class imbalance rate, the graphs
at the bottom left and right show the recall for the granted and denied classes separately. Which
indicate that the CNN model is less sensitive to denials than XGBoost.
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4.1.2. Interpreting XGBoost and CNN Predictions for Written Decisions
After classifying written decisions using both XGBoost/TF-IDF and CNN-Attention
models, the trained models should be interpreted to obtain insight on what features are
relevant to understanding the text of the decision. In particular, we can ask what features
the trained model identified as important, or in the case of the deep model, attended to,
in making its predictions on the test set.
As an initial matter, we evaluate pretrained word embeddings in addition to the TFIDF and end-to-end deep learning methods shown in this paper. Two different sets of
pretrained embeddings were used to transform written decisions in the PTAB dataset:
GloVe [46] word embeddings pretrained on a corpus of 2014 Wikipedia entries and Gigaword 5 compendium of English-language news articles (obtained from https://nlp.stanford.
edu/projects/glove/, accessed on 3 April 2022), as well as Law2Vec, which is pretrained
like Word2Vec but on a corpus of international legislation, U.S. statutes, and U.S. Supreme
Court decisions [101]. In both cases, pretrained embeddings miss words that are particularly relevant for our more specialized domain which includes both legal terms specific to
U.S. patent law as well as the technical content of patents. For example, among frequently
occurring words that have legal significance in patent law, Law2Vec missed: embodiments,
inherency, unobvious, indefiniteness, and lexicographer. GloVe missed the latter as well
as: unpatentable, unpatentability, nonobviousness, preambles, indefiniteness, nonobvious, reexaminations, and patentably. Among the frequently occurring technical terms,
by way of example, Law2Vec missed: microfluidic, rotatable, subcarriers, playlist, oligonucleotide, applet, cached, and encrypted. GloVe missed relatively few common technical
terms; however, it did miss certain technical terms that are often used in the patent context, such as “operably” and ‘‘removably”, while still missing certain technical terms such
as “photosensor”.
To be able to properly interpret documents, therefore, we utilize the document vocabulary (excluding proper nouns, stop words, and other short words) to generate TF-IDF
vectors for XGBoost classification and learn embeddings through end-to-end training of
the CNN-Attention model. Figure 5 shows the highly ranking SHAP values across the testing data set [76], as well as the highly ranked words based on the “gain”, i.e., gain in score
towards the objective function obtained by splitting trees based on that feature [74,75].
The highest rank words are similar in the two lists. Unsurprisingly, among the most
significant words is “denied”. That said, because common stop words and short words
are excluded (as described in Section 3.2, words of negation such as “not” or “no” do
not contribute to the classification. The classifier must instead make its decision based
on longer words. Another significant word, for example, is “stage”. This is consistent
with our intuition that when the PTAB judges are deciding to make a decision to proceed to trial, they will likely note that their findings of a reasonable likelihood of success
in the patent are only relevant to this initial stage of the proceeding. A similar intuition
holds for the word “purposes”, which is associated with judges making a preliminary
factual or legal determination for the purposes of an initial determination, which they may
revise after trial when they make their final decision in the case. Notably, for shorter lengths
of text, or smaller vocabularies, it would be possible to look at combinations of words that
appear together, such as bigrams, trigrams, n-grams. However, combinatorial explosion
given the vocabulary size and document length makes n-grams untenable for analyzing
full-length written decisions and briefs.
To analyze words in context, the attention vector of the CNN-attention model (see Figure 2)
can be used to highlight features across the sequence of tokens [60]. As an example of
a granted petition, Figure 6 illustrates case number IPR2020-00806, which was initiated by
a petition filed by Comcast Cable Communications LLC on 17 April 2020 to invalidate Rovi
Guides Inc.’s U.S. patent number 8,001,564, which covers an aspect of electronic television
programming guides. Figure 6 shows an excerpt of the decision text, highlighting tokens
according to the relative magnitude of attention at corresponding positions in the attention
vector. Figure 6 shows that attention can highlight important arguments in the text, for ex-
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ample, in this case, whether the petition was redundant of other cases and examination.
The attention highlights references to “previously presented” asserted grounds, and the
ability of the judges to use their discretion to deny the petitions on that basis.

Figure 5. Summary plot of the highest ranking words obtained using SHAP (left) and the highest
ranking words identified by the gain score metric in XGBoost (right) in the test set for written decision
classification. The SHAP plot shows clouds of points representing individual documents; a positive
SHAP value indicates a contribution to a positive classification, i.e., denial, and a negative value
a contribution to a classification as a grant.

To compare attention highlighting to other methods of identifying important features,
we compare the ranking of the top 20 mean attention paid to particular words (across
the positions at which they are found for a kernel width of 8, as shown in Figure 6) to
the words with the top 20 words by SHAP value found by XGBoost classification, for the
exemplary decision in IPR2020-00806. We further compare the results of using the LIME
method, which identifies the features that affect classification the most by perturbing features around a particular example [93], on the IPR2020-00806 written decision. Table 1
shows the ranked lists side by side, along with the top 20 words by TF-IDF for the example.
SHAP and attention values agree well with each other, which validates the attention values
as a measure of the significance of word features. As the table shows, TF-IDF terms, by contrast, are unique to petitions on patents on distinct technological inventions. By contrast,
both XGBoost and CNN classifiers tend to focus on terms more connected to legal and
procedural aspects of the decision, such as “notice”, “stage”, and “ordered”. The LIME
classification, interestingly, includes both legal terms found by attention, and technical
terms specific to the patent at issue in the case, such as “television”, which was also a term
with a very high TF-IDF in this document. This suggests that LIME’s methodology of
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finding local perturbations will tend to identify specific words to the document. Unlike
LIME, attention values more consistently reflect terms that are more generally applicable
across the category of documents.
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Figure 6. Text of the written decision granting trial in IPR2020-00806, with words highlighted
according to the value of the attention vector at their positions (zero-padding edges to account for
the kernel width of the CNN). The intensity of green corresponds to attention above the median for
the vector as a whole (excluding the attention at zero tokens where the text was padded), and the
intensity of pink corresponds to the magnitude of attention below the median. At top, we show
the attention for a kernel width of 2, and at bottom, the attention for a kernel width of 8, which
captures longer range context.

Figure 7 shows an attention-highlighted excerpt for an exemplary written decision
to deny institution. In the illustrated case, the highlighted terms in the written decision
indicate that the opinion is based on using the fact that the original prosecution considered
the same basis for invalidation as the petition in this case should be a basis for denial.
The classifier pays less attention to the text at the beginning of the excerpt in Figure 7,
which relates to the technical content of the decision. In the middle of the excerpt, there is
another low attention stretch, which corresponds to the specific details of how the petition
in this case duplicated original prosecution of the patent at issue. Attention visualization
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therefore indicates that the deep learning is making its prediction based on the statements
that the judge who authored the decision makes about legal conclusions.
each message contains parameters including mandatory receiver parameter identifies intended recipient message
directed multimedia information control system code discloses information control systems automobile facilitate
user retrieval dissemination information control vehicle particular discloses display interface user able obtain
information control selectable functions automobile instrument panel navigation function directed system method
providing menu data using communication code discloses communication system includes units network
switching center service centers provide variety enhanced services code discloses user interface enables access
global computing network institution inter partes review discretionary mandatory agency decision deny petition
matter committed permitted never compelled institute argues exercise discretion deny institution relies upon prior
overcome prosecution patent address directly however contends patent reference matter would issued combined
references examiner render claims evaluating whether deny institution basis substantially prior arguments
previously presented considers following factors similarities material differences asserted prior involved
examination cumulative nature asserted prior evaluated examination extent asserted evaluated examination
including whether prior basis rejection extent overlap arguments made examination manner relies prior
distinguishes prior whether pointed sufficiently erred evaluation asserted prior extent additional evidence facts
presented petition warrant reconsideration prior arguments designated precedential first paragraph begin brief
overview relevant prosecution history analyze factors view parties arguments evidence relevant patent issued
application application issued parent patent code during prosecution parent patent application rejected claims
obviousness combinations various publications inventors after interview applicants amended independent claims
issued advisory concerning newly discovered describing another communication language following another
interview applicants agreed distinguish claims applicants amended independent claims allowed claims indicating
cited references teach newly added limitations claims pending patent application also subject rejection amended
include limitations similar added claims parent patent application after rejection amendment claims allowed factor
similarities during reflected listing challenges asserted three challenges based combination discussed rejected
claims pending parent patent application based part version effect patent application filed stated examiner
consider information considered parent application examining list information need submitted thus determine
constitutes prior involved examination patent application contends examiner reference however asserts
contention incorrect involved examination particular points second page patent lists portion specifically cited first
listing addressing seven parts specification argues made publicly available single explains filed seven exhibits
size numbering accordingly present record agree representation find constitutes single document additionally
find therefore involved examination patent also relies upon either combinations teach limitations several
dependent claims neither directly addresses whether either references involved examination patent although
record appear less emphasis additional references relied upon heavily relies upon references solely additional
limitations several dependent claims largely focuses emphasizes alleged importance contend teachings additional
references materially different teachings references argue citation limited solely accordingly find similarities lack
material differences asserted prior involved examination weigh favor exercising discretion deny institution factor
cumulative nature during reasons discussed respect first factor cumulative nature asserted prior evaluated
examination also weighs favor exercising discretion deny institution factor extent during including discussed
evaluated examination parent patent application relied upon rejecting claims accordance also would considered
examination patent application additionally explained specifically cited listed second page patent although base
rejection upon citation reference reflects evaluated reference further also explained appear present record
evaluated examination patent application reasons explained context evaluation first factor less weight additional
references accordingly find extent asserted evaluated examination including based rejection upon examination
parent patent application weighs favor exercising discretion deny institution factor extent during relies this factor
appears weigh slightly favor exercising discretion deny institution presents arguments sufficiently different made
examination factor pointed evaluation discussed address directly explain examiner erred evaluating contrary
takes position record discussed accordingly factor weighs strongly favor exercising discretion deny institution
factor extent allegedly additional evidence directs attention reasons explained however disagree adequately
explained constitutes additional evidence listed cited second page patent weighing factors considering factors
whole find factors weigh favor exercising discretion deny institution based record find five factors weigh either
favor strongly favor exercising discretion additionally particular significance overemphasis alleged lack
examination record reflects reference fact accordingly light consideration factors record whole exercise discretion
deny institution foregoing reasons exercise discretion deny institution substantially prior previously presented
consideration foregoing hereby denied challenged claims patent inter partes review instituted

Figure 7. Attention visualization as described in Figure 6 for an example of a written decision denying
institution in case number IPR2019-00839, filed 20 March 2019 by Microsoft Corporation against
IPA Technologies Inc. Green-labeled words are locations where the attention (for the CNN module
with kernel width 8) is greater the median for the sample (excluding the attention at zero tokens
where the text was padded), with more intense green corresponding to higher levels of attention.
Pink-labeled words are locations where attention is below the sample of the median, and more intense
pink corresponds to lower attention at that location in the text.
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Table 1. Top 20 words by mean attention (obtained from trained CNN classifier), LIME (for the CNN
classifier), SHAP value (after XGBoost classification), and TF-IDF score (i.e., no classification) for
the written decision in IPR2020-00806.
CNN-Attention

LIME (CNN)

SHAP (XGBoost)

TF-IDF

notice
hereby
commence
entry
pursuant
stage
final
made
shall
given
impact
different
ground
exists
record
institution
material
patentability
disclosure
identified

record
stage
proceeding
patentability
citing
interactive
teaches
hereby
television
pursuant
recites
notice
using
demonstrates
dispute
discussed
arguments
entry
associated
request

notice
stage
record
entry
pursuant
institution
ordered
explain
hereby
final
disagree
arguments
citing
therefore
date
combination
petition
authorized
must
recites

program
digitally
television
interactive
programs
guide
directory
associated
claims
presents
maintaining
data
recordings
constitutional
stored
previously
teaches
erred
user
storing

4.2. Predicting Institution Outcome Based on Patent Owner’s Preliminary Response Brief
In post-grant review litigation before PTAB, the goal of the patent owner’s preliminary
response brief is to avoid an institution of trial. At the initial stage, factual inferences are
considered in the petitioner’s favor, and the petitioner need only demonstrate a reasonable
likelihood of success. Therefore, it is the patent owner’s goal to show that there is a gap
in the petitioner’s logic, or that institution should be denied at the discretion of the judges,
for example because the petition is redundant with arguments that were already made
during prosecution before the patent was issued, duplicative of other petitions, or redundant to other parallel proceedings [24,26]. To be sure, a patent owner may choose to waive
their response, in which case, usually, although not always, trial is instituted; however,
we do not consider those cases [22]. This paper focuses on developing a predictive and
interpretable model that can predict a preliminary response brief’s probability of winning
based on the text and which, based on interpreting successful predictions, can provide
insight as to what arguments and phrases may be connected to success.
As explained in Section 4.1.1, the training data set must be constrained to a time when
there is stability in the law and PTAB jurisprudence. For example, the training data set
should exclude proceedings decided before April 2018, when a mixed outcome was possible.
As another example, in 2019 PTAB also established legal precedents based on the NHK
and Fintiv cases that gave patent owners a clear roadmap to winning a denial of institution
based on redundancy with parallel proceedings [26]. Accordingly, the training data set
includes patent owners’ preliminary response briefs in cases filed between 1 July 2018 and
30 November 2020. This provides a maximal number of training documents (2631 cases
in total) to be sufficiently generalizable, while ensuring that it includes briefs which use
contemporary legal arguments.
Figure 8 shows the results of predicting the case outcome based on the text of the preliminary response brief, using both the XGBoost/TF-IDF and CNN-Attention (Figure 2)
methods. Two test sets given limited data in a stable time period (one that may have temporal correlation with the training since it starts the day after the training period and one with
one month separation): (1) All cases filed between 1 December 2020 and 31 March 2021.
(2) All cases filed between 1 January 2021 and 31 March 2021, to ensure complete temporal
separation from the training data set. After 1 April 2021, prediction accuracy drops, thus
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limited to this 4 month period for testing. This time-dependent drop in prediction accuracy
has been observed in other legal prediction work. As Figure 8 shows, when stop words and
pre-processing text are removed, as was done for the written decisions, neither the XGBoost
nor CNN method could robustly predict both classes (grant and denial) better than chance.
That is, the models perform better on the majority granted class than the minority denial
class. The training data are biased towards grants of institution: 56.6% of training cases
are grants, and the other 43.4% are denials. The CNN-Attention model produced better
performance in a few training runs. Accordingly, subsequent studies described here focus
on the CNN-Attention model.
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Figure 8. Metrics for XGBoost/TF-IDF and CNN-Attention models for predicting the institution
outcome (grant/denial) using the full text of the patent owner’s preliminary response brief. The plots
show averages with standard deviations as error bars for five (CNN) and three (XGBoost) training
runs. The training set consists of 2631 cases filed between 1 July 2018 and 30 November 2020. Results
are shown for no maximum vocabulary size but rejecting stop words (labeled “no stop words” as
described in Section 3.2, and limiting the vocabulary to 20,000 words but including stop words
(“full text”). The F1-score (harmonic mean between precision and recall) is shown for the grant and
denial classes for: (top) cases filed between 1 December 2020 and 31 March 2021, and (bottom) cases
filed between 1 January 2021 and 31 March 2021 (see accompanying text for further details).

Because CNN-Attention takes into account word context, unlike the TF-IDF model,
stop words (common words, e.g., articles such as “the” and “an”) are included in the vocabulary. The vocabulary is capped at a maximum size of 20,000 words. Any other words are
replaced with an out-of-vocabulary token (“<OOV>”). The maximum tokenized document
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length is increased to 8000 to avoid cutoffs since inclusion of stop works will lengthen
the integer-encoded document vectors used for the CNN model. Figure 8 shows that
the CNN-Attention model can achieve adequate performance with the CNN-Attention
model. However, the XGBoost/TF-IDF model still fails to provide adequate prediction
performance for both classes. Further hyperparameter optimization for XGBoost was unavailing, therefore, it appears that Figure 8 essentially represents the best case scenario for
XGBoost performance. By contrast, the CNN model is able to perform better than chance
on both the granted and denial cases, with an everage of 57.8% accuracy on denial and
57.5% accuracy on grant outcomes.
The CNN predictions based on the response brief may be examined by visualizing
the attention layers as discussed above. Figure 9 shows selected examples of cases in the test
data set which were correctly predicted. Figure 9a shows attention most highlighted (colored most intensely green) where the patent owner argues that the petition “substantially
overlaps” with another preliminary response (which suggests that they are not raising
new arguments) and a technical argument about a “computer”. The model is correctly
classifying the example as a granted institution, i.e., defeat for the patent owner. The highlighting of this argument suggests that rather than making an argument about an identical
redundant case, if an argument is about merely “substantially” identical claims, the argument will tend to lose. Figure 9b shows the highest attention level (most intense green
color) for arguments in which the patent owner touts the worldwide attention that its
technology received. Since the patent owner’s brief in example (b) was correctly predicted
as being granted, it suggests that arguments based on the adoption of the technology
by “world leaders” may not be persuasive. Figure 9c shows excerpts from a brief that
the model correctly predicted as a win for the patent owner (institution denial). In example (c), the highest-attention (most green) arguments concern the duplicative nature
of the proceedings, which has recently favored denial as explained above. This contrasts
with example (a), in which the patent owner argued that the parallel proceedings merely
involved “substantially identical” claims. Notably, much less attention is paid to the patent
owner’s argument about specific delays on the part of the petitioner, perhaps because
the specific dates at issue are idiosyncratic to this brief alone and thus ignored by the model.
Figure 9d shows the same kind of pattern of high/low-attention as in (c) for a brief filed
in a completely different case, which the model similarly predicted correctly as a patent
owner win (institutional denial) in a brief filed in a completely different case.
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Figure 9. Excerpts of response brief predictions highlighting attention for a kernel size of 8. Greenlabeled words are locations where the attention vectors have values greater the median for the sample
(excluding the attention at zero tokens where the text was padded), with more intense green corresponding to higher levels of attention. Pink-labeled words are locations where attention is below
the sample of the median, and more intense pink corresponds to lower attention at that location
in the text. The excerpts are labeled with the case (proceeding) number and whether the result was
grant or denial.

5. Discussion
This paper’s goal is to demonstrate a proof-of-concept of machine learning techniques
applied to a realistic and important problem in litigation analysis, post-grant patent review
cases. The results demonstrate that applying XGBoost classification to a TF-IDF document
representation can successfully predict whether a written decision represents a grant
(success for the patent challenger) or denial (success for the patent owner) in the first
phase of the patent review challenge. Then, XGBoost scores or SHAP scores calculated
using the XGBoost model can rank terms based on their significance to the classification.
The results further show that an interpretable deep neural network learning method
based on multiple CNN and attention (using an architecture shown in Figure 2) can
be successful as well. On the written decision classification problem, CNN performs
less well than XGBoost/TF-IDF (e.g., 82% versus 90% accuracy, respectively), largely
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due to underperformance on denial decisions. The predictions of the CNN model are
also interpretable using the LIME method, as demonstrated by validating the key terms
identified by LIME. The results also validate the use of the attention layer of the CNN
model which can also be visualized for a document by highlighting key terms within their
context in the document.
Predicting case outcome from the patent owner’s preliminary response brief proves to
be much more challenging. This is not unexpected. The written decision classification is not
trivial—the documents have no formal structure and there is no consistent way in which
judges state the decision—but the document itself discloses the outcome. The response brief
will be much more variable because the patent owner must react to the issues the patent
challenger brings up, and can make different strategic decisions about what arguments
to pursue. XGBoost/TF-IDF was unable to predict outcomes based on the response brief.
However, prediction accuracy of the CNN model proved better than chance (approximately
57%) for both the majority and minority classes in our problem domain (granted and
denial, respectively). This paper thus establishes at least a preliminary proof-of-concept
that complex deep network models can predict success based on the text of a litigation
brief. Moreover, the results demonstrate that the attention layer visualization of the deep
learning model is able to provide a highlighting of key terms and arguments that are
important for determining whether the brief led to a grant or denial. The inherently
interpretable deep learning architecture introduced in this paper has an important efficiency
advantage over post-hoc analysis methods such as LIME or other sensitivity analysis
methods. For LIME or sensitivity analysis, the model must be evaluated multiple times
to generate perturbations [93], whereas attention is generated by evaluation the model
just once.
There are important caveats to our analysis. Three major caveats are summarized
in turn below. First, as shown in Figure 3, there are changes in grant/denial propensity
over time. However, while those fluctuations are not necessarily large, there are significant
differences in how PTAB adjudicates cases over time. Changes in governing law can be
significant; for example, as shown in Figure 3, in 2018 the law changed such that a “mixed”
outcome was no longer possible. As discussed in Section 4.2, for example, in 2019, PTAB
began denying institution on new grounds of redundancy with trial court proceedings
on the same patents. PTAB also began denying institutions on more parallel proceedings
brought on the same patent than they did before [26]. This basis for denial proved critical
in the success of response briefs after this change, as shown in Figure 9, in which key
terms relating to arguments based on redundant proceedings are highlighted. Accordingly,
predictive methods in litigation must be dynamic to account for changes in jurisprudence
as well as governing law.
Second, training data sets are still small, which means that there is significant risk of
overfitting and inability to generalize. The limited size of training data sets is inherent
to the problem domain: only so many PTAB cases have been filed since the proceedings
began in 2018. Future directions for addressing the limitation of training data set sizes
may include looking to trial court cases in patent litigation where patent validity issues
like those brought before PTAB are at issue. The shortcoming of this approach is that some
issues, such as the aforementioned “redundancy argument”, do not apply in district court.
Third, repeat litigants may skew results. The pre-processing method described
in Section 3.2 endeavors to exclude entity-identifying information, such as proper nouns
and the email addresses of attorneys. However, some entities are responsible for a large
amount of patent litigation and correspondingly large numbers of PTAB proceedings.
Among these are patent assertion entities (PAEs), perjoratively called “patent trolls” who
sue many defendants, often over a long period of time and over different patents covering
sometimes related or sometimes divergent subject matter [18]. Additionally, repeat litigants
may be advancing different quality levels of patents. Some PAEs may be suing defendants
on weak patents, seeking settlements—but others may be selective about asserting only
strong patents to ensure durable returns [102]. In this study, we confirmed that the training
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and test sets did not overlap in terms of parties; however, the presence of repeat litigants
can bias training or skew test results. In particular, because training data sets are not
large (the total data set only has over 11,000 examples at this point), repeat litigants risk
systematically skewing results if they, for example, have similar patterns in their briefs.
Future work is necessary to detect consistent patterns shown by repeat litigants, which
may be helpful in removing bias from training sets or even learning patterns consistently
associated with success or failure by such litigants. For example, deep learning may be able
to identify a “signature” associated with PAE’s litigation strategy or brief writing.
Another challenge that all real-world NLP must address is significant noise in the documents. The data set that we use is of PDF documents, which are not necessarily readily
converted to clean text files. As a result, certain words can be distorted: in one example,
the word “the” was replaced by “ttthhheee”. Noisy words cause a problem for a classifier,
because meaningful words are lost, and the training process can be skewed by overfitting to
them. However, such noise is inherent to realistic litigation classifiers, at least in the United
States context. In the United States, litigation documents are stored in PDF format and there
is no requirement that they be machine readable noise-free. As of early 2022, court decisions
and efforts in the U.S. Congress are at work are seeking to make all court documents freely
accessible to the public (currently they are available only for a charge)—but these will all
be in PDF format. Another challenge with these documents is that they include email
addresses and other identifiable information that must be cleaned up to avoid improperly
influencing classification.
One way to deal with the aforementioned document noise issue, and potentially improve prediction performance, is to use pretrained word embeddings which learn semantic
relationships between words on a much larger document corpus through self-supervised
training. As further discussed in Section 2.2, GloVe trained on general documents, as well
as Word2Vec and BERT models trained on legal documents, have been developed and
proven useful on other problems [46,65] or a version trained on legal corpus. However,
as shown in Section 4.1.2, existing pretrained embeddings were missing important technical
and legal terms necessary to analyze patent litigation. Future work in this area should
focus on developing a broader pretrained embedding that can reflect both the technical
and specialized legal content required for patent litigation, which is distinct from other
forms of litigation as well as patent drafting or non-legal documents.
Finally, as machine learning and artificial intelligence methods are applied to the legal field, the academic and practitioner communities must attend to ethical issues. Because lawyers have a personal duty to their clients, offloading tasks to a computer risks
breaching that duty [2,103]. Moreover, from the onset of computational methods for analyzing and predicting litigation outcomes, scholars have questioned whether computers
can compete with a lawyer’s professional skills and experience [104]. It is unclear how
similar computational reasoning models may ever be to human legal reasoning for legal
analysis [105]. Explainable and interpretable machine learning and deep models are crucial
for practical applications to litigation. This is particularly so where the analysis of litigation
outcomes is used to consult clients, given the need for openness and transparency [106].
6. Conclusions
This paper shows a proof-of-concept for predicting litigation outcomes from party
briefs with interpretable machine learning methods that can identify what terms and parts
of briefs were relevant to outcome prediction. The test case in this paper is a real-world,
high-stakes litigation problem involving United States patent law: predicting the outcome of post-grant inter partes review (IPR) trial institutions for invalidating patents.
Using outcome prediction based on the unstructured written institution decisions as validation, both XGBoost/TF-IDF (decision tree classification using term frequency-based
document representation) and deep learning of text in context (with a novel multiscale
CNN-Attention model architecture) are able to classify decisions according to outcome.
Both XGBoost/TF-IDF and the multiscale CNN-Attention architecture are also able to
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provide interpretable results that can accurately identify key terms relevant to the outcome prediction. At a proof-of-concept level, we show that end-to-end deep learning with
the multiscale CNN-Attention deep learning architecture can also predict the outcome of
PTAB institution decisions, with performance better than chance. Visualizing the attention
layers of the trained deep learning models reveals key winning arguments, such as those
based on the redundancy of PTAB proceedings with trial court cases on the same patents.
Notably, these results come with important caveats that need to be addressed in future
work: changes in jurisprudence and governing law over time limit the generalizability of
predictions based on past cases to future cases, training data sets are limited in size, repeat
patent litigants may skew results, and even after pre-processing, document noise continues
to limit machine learning performance.
Subject to the foregoing caveats, however, the results in this paper reinforce the promise
of using machine learning to analyze litigant briefs and potentially identify likely successful
strategies and textual patterns in briefs. Moreover, while the proceedings analyzed in this
paper occur in an administrative body, the U.S. Patent Trial & Appeal Board (PTAB), they
are otherwise identical to adversarial proceedings in courts.
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